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An Open Letter to Tyler Crowley and the Australian High-Tech Community –  

Visiting Entrepreneurs Program 
Brisbane Marketing (City Council) 
8/157 Ann St  Brisbane QLD 4000 
 

April 24, 2013 
 
 

Federal Government Corruption Makes Australia too Dangerous for High-Tech 
Business and Start-ups 
 
 
Dear Tyler, 
 
You are a well-respected US High-Tech Start-up Entrepreneur recently invited to Brisbane to share your 
insights on stimulating an entrepreneurial culture.1 You said you believed we were on the cusp of greatness. 
Unfortunately I have bad news for you and High-Tech Entrepreneurs starting their business in Australia: 
 
Australia is in the midst of a serious corruption epidemic in the Federal Government. The Government’s 
research organisations (DSTO and CSIRO) have been stealing technology from innovators to plagiarise and 
pass on to government business partners. The Media have been unable to report the full-extent due to 
restrictions on Freedom of Speech in Australia.  
 
Entrepreneurs don’t find out until it’s too late; When they do, they discover the Australian Federal Police 
(AFP) will not investigate and are threatening whistleblowers that they must not to talk to the media.  
The government has their lawyers unlawfully breaching Legal Service Directions to deny victims justice 
through the civil courts. Six federal government ministers have been implicated. 
 

Confronted with evidence that corrupt public officials are passing confidential trade secrets to government 
business partners and rigging evaluations in favour of them, the government’s lawyers responded: 
 

“The reason we believe your claim will fail is because you allege that the Commonwealth owes  
innovators submitting products or technology for evaluation a duty of care to ensure that the 
evaluations are either fair, proper and accurate or that the confidential information is respected.  
There is no such duty of care in Australian law.”2  

 
Companies large and small have been victims. They have fought back by refusing to reveal their technology, 
but late last year despite protests by academics34 the government passed the Defence Trade Controls Act.5 
This forces researchers to reveal even non-military technology (e.g. biotech, communications, IT security) 6 
to public servants with a long history of stealing intellectual property. Researchers who refuse are subject to  
6 months to 10 years in prison.7 The Commonwealth Chief Scientist who promoted the Bill is aware of the 
thefts but says he can’t do anything.8  
 
A well-respected industry figure who was a victim said: “Australia is a really bad place to do business 
because your biggest competitor is the DSTO, and they have a monopoly.” 
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In the United States there is a strong tradition of Free Speech and Free Enterprise under the Rule of Law.  
In the US theft of Trade Secrets is a Felony punishable by imprisonment and fines of over US$10M.9  
In Australia it is not. Worse, the Australian government is the one doing the stealing.  
This makes Australia a dangerous place for a High-Tech Business. 
 
This will no doubt come as a great shock to many Australians reading this. It came as a shock to me.  
The problem is the public never gets to hear about it, but that’s about to change: 
 

Corruption in the Australian Federal Government 
 
The Australian Federal Government is in the midst of a serious corruption epidemic.  
This applies not just to the DSTO and CSIRO101112, but across the entire public service. 1314 
 
Corrupt public officials are not being held to account. Departmental units are not investigating corruption.15 
Academics interviewing whistleblowers conclude these units exist to identify whistleblowers and stop them 
before they go to the media. Whistleblowers are silenced by sitting on their complaints (until they give up), 
threats, leaking their identity (exposing them to reprisals) and falsifying reports to conceal the corruption. 
 
The AFP fiercely resists investigating corruption1617 and persecutes whistleblowers who tell the media.1819 
 
Oversight bodies such as the Ombudsman are ineffective.20 Although these controls exist on paper, the public 
servants responsible simply ignore them. The Public Service Commissioner told me he only needs to ensure 
that agencies have procedures written down, but it is not his responsibility if they don’t follow them.21 
 
State governments have anti-corruption bodies, but the Federal Government doesn’t. The then-Public Service 
Minister Mr. Gary Gray claimed they don’t need one because the Public Service Commissioner already has 
those powers.22 In fact I wrote to the Public Service Commissioner who wrote back and told me he doesn’t. 
He said he is powerless to act on corruption in another department unless the department head is corrupt. 23 
 
MPs, other whistleblowers and myself have written many letters to the six ministers responsible and the 
Prime Minister without result. Cabinet must by now be well aware they have a serious corruption problem. 
 

Restrictions on the Freedom of the Australian Press 
 
Readers might ask why there hasn’t been more news? After all, superficially Australia resembles America; 
You would assume we have the same Free Speech rights that Americans do under their First Amendment: 
 

“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 
thereof;  or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to 
assemble, and to  petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”  US Bill of Rights. 

 
In fact we have nothing of the sort. As a Crikey Editorial explained:  “Australia has the most restrictive 
defamation laws of any English speaking country after Singapore.”2425 
 
American journalists can promptly report corruption using Absence of Malice (The Public Figure Doctrine). 
Australian journalists have no similar protection and must sit on stories of corruption, sometimes for years. 
They can only safely report a story once it has gone to court under Judicial Privilege. But that takes years 
and many corruption stories never get to court, especially when the police (the AFP) is stonewalling. 
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If the media try and print it beforehand they can be sued for defamation. Even if what they print is true,  
trials are still lengthy and costly. Some cases have cost up to $7M and others have run for 13 years.26  
Sir Leslie Thiess sued Channel 9 who alleged he was corrupt.27 Channel 9 won proving 67 out of 70 of  
the corruption allegations against him were true, but the trial cost them $5M they didn’t get back. 
 
The Courier Mail’s Phil Dickie and ABC’s Chris Masters broke the story on endemic corruption in the 
Queensland government. That led to a Royal Commission with many police and politicians going to jail. 
Chris Masters and the ABC then spent the next 13 years in court fighting Defamation suits. They won, twice, 
but it cost them $1M in legal costs. To this day the ABC will not release the transcript of the TV broadcast 
for fear of further defamation actions28 27 years after it happened. How’s that for a ‘free press’? 2930 
 
Chris Masters recently said: “The hardest things that I ever did in my career were not to do with gathering 
the story in the first place but in defending it … The worst thing is the emotional burden waking up every day 
knowing you’ve got court matters to deal with … it gets to a point where it can be extremely demoralising. 
You begin to say to yourself, I didn’t get into this to be a professional witness or professional defendant.” 31 
“I call it my death by a 1000 courts. The emotional drain tends to be understood only by those who 
experience it. You watch your morale and assets erode all the while surrounded by lawyers who are having 
the time of their lives. Horrible.”32 
 
Right now five Australian journalists face jail for refusing to reveal anonymous sources.33  
The courts have been unsympathetic in the past,34 convicting some journalists and jailing others.35 
 
Journalists find it very hard to get anyone to talk to them. The AFP arrests public servants who reveal 
embarrassing information about the government using Section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914.36 If it was used for 
National Security you could understand it, but it’s used to suppress anything embarrassing simply by 
deeming it to be ‘confidential.’ This reached high-farce when the National Gallery of Australia threatened 
employees with two years jail if they went public with allegations of poor management by the gallery’s 
administrators.37 Journalists can be prosecuted for merely having such information in their possession. 
 
Dr Johan Lidberg of the Monash University School of Journalism says: “Section 70 of the federal Crimes 
Act, and its counterparts in state laws, is an outdated and draconian piece of legislation that inhibits the flow 
of information that should be in the public domain and shoots the messenger.”38 
 
At a talk hosted by Free Speech Victoria, Chris Masters said that ‘Australia is a very secret society and the 
defamation laws are a big contributor to this culture. Self-censorship is all about self-preservation and it is 
everywhere.’39 
 
Compare that to the US Supreme Court which upheld the Public Figure Doctrine: “At the heart of the  
First Amendment is the recognition of the fundamental importance of the free flow and opinions on matters 
of public interest and concern.”  40 
 
Australia’s harsh defamation laws prevent the free-flow of information.  
The media is prevented from reporting on corruption in a timely manner, if they report on it at all.  
Without transparency, corruption flourishes unchecked.41   
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Restrictions on Free Speech of the Australian Public 
 
Under Labor Mr. Conroy and Ms. Roxon have attacked Free Speech by the public. 
 
Mr. Conroy has tried to censor the Internet.42 This is open to abuse, such as when the AFP shut down a  
web site criticising the then prime minister.43 Mr. Conroy’s recent attempts at media law reform may have 
censored bloggers by limiting their reporting under the Privacy Act.44 Ms. Roxon threatened laws to remove 
anonymity from the Internet.45 Anonymity is the only tool the public have to criticise people in power 
without being subject to reprisals.46 Ms. Roxon also promised not to snoop on Australians visiting web sites 
as they surf the web4748, only to pass a “lite” version of those laws two weeks later.49 
 
Public officials already have access to similar information without a warrant: 50 These include not just the 
police as you’d expect, but the Tax Office, Immigration, Health and Ageing, Medicare, state and local 
government and even the RSPCA. Data accessed includes phone and internet account information, outwards 
and inwards call details, internet access, and details of websites visited. However a warrant is still needed to 
see the actual content of communications. Australia does not have an equivalent of the US Bill of Rights.  
 
If Ms. Roxon is – as she claims  – so concerned about crime, then why didn’t she express any concern when 
the media and myself warned the AFP were not investigating crime in the public service? 51 
 
The Internet gives the public Freedom of Speech, Freedom of Association and Access to Information that 
they have never had before. Once the only way to find out the law was to pay a lawyer to look it up for you. 
Now when a corrupt public official claims they have broken no laws, I am able to look up the laws myself 
and show complete with elements and evidence that they have.  Badly-run governments are terrified of the 
Internet and trying to close the gate after the horse has bolted.52 
 
 

The Lack of the Rule of Law in Australia 
 

In theory even if the Media is silenced, corrupt officials can still be held to account in the courts. 
 
In practice they avoid accountability under Criminal Law because the AFP fiercely resists criminal 
investigations which might embarrass the government.  
 
In theory victims of corruption can seek justice under Civil Law in the civil courts, but the courts are  
too expensive for most Australians. Such a case would cost $100K-$2M in legal fees, only a fraction of 
which would be repaid if they win. Additionally the courts have strict tests on calculating damages  
which are particularly harsh on start-up businesses; It’s quite possible to go to court, win, and still be a 
million dollars out-of-pocket. The price of justice should not be bankruptcy. 
 
Australia operates under the Adversarial system of Law where it is not the facts of a case that are important, 
but how well they are argued.53 Hiring a lawyer is essential, but most Australians can’t afford one.  
Self-representation isn’t viable, and pro bono (‘free’) representation is almost non-existent;  The only  
firms with the resources to take on the government are the “Big Law” firms, but they can’t represent you 
because the government has them all “on retainer.” Smaller law firms don’t have pro bono departments.  
They will explain that lawyers are businessmen first-and-foremost. If you can’t afford them, they won’t help. 
 
The Magna Carta says “To no one will we sell, to no one will we refuse or delay, right or justice.”  
But today’s lawyers are businessmen who do only that. A partner at a medium-sized law firm told me:  
“It’s not our job to save the world.” 
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America has the False Claims Act that rewards whistleblowers for revealing government corruption.  
This allows lawyers to represent whistleblowers No-Win No-Fee. Australia has no comparable program and 
according to Whistleblowers Australia the only ‘rewards’ whistleblowers get are 90% of them are fired,  
20% have a relationship breakdown, 20% are sued for defamation, 9% go bankrupt and 6% commit suicide.54 
 

Lawyers are paid by the hour, so it is not in their interest to settle a case. Instead they escalate litigation to  
run up legal costs and stress their opponent’s finances until they can no longer afford it. If it goes to court  
and it is appealed all the way to the High Court, all the better; Lawyers get paid regardless of who wins.  
They will spend more of their client’s money fighting a case than they would to settle it. This is even  
worse when the government is involved, because it’s not even their client’s money: It’s taxpayer money;  
Thus lawyers are paid with taxpayer money to help public officials conceal misuse of taxpayer money! 
 

The worst known example of court abuse is the HMAS Voyager disaster where lawyers ran up costs and 
denied victims compensation for over 40 years.55  Recognising this was unacceptable the Liberal Party’s 
Attorney-General Daryl Williams introduced the Model Litigant Policy which requires government lawyers 
to act honestly, keep legal costs to a minimum and offer alternate dispute resolution. This is indeed law,  
but Labor are ignoring it and allowing government lawyers to profit by breaking it.5657 
 

I explained to then Attorney-General Ms. Roxon “Laws provide certainty needed by business to operate and 
for society to function. The Rule of Law holds that laws must be upheld and applied equally to everybody. 
Failure to uphold the law benefits no one except those breaking it and is to the ultimate detriment of society.” 
Her department wrote back it would not be appropriate for her to comment, and the abuses continued. 
 
I did ask one large company why they didn’t take the DSTO to court. They said in terms of legal costs and 
loss of employee time (and reprisals from the government), it just wasn’t worth it; They would be far better 
off taking the money to pay lawyers and investing it in their business instead. They hid what they were 
working on as best they could to prevent further thefts by the DSTO. Now they can’t even do that. It is 
interesting the new laws ban the very techniques they were using to keep the DSTO out.58 
 

Victims of corruption have no redress under Criminal, Civil or Administrative Law.  
You cannot do business in a society where you not protected by The Rule of Law. 

 
The Failure of the Australian Justice System 
The European Inquisitorial System of Justice engages in a search for the truth; Justice means fairness,  
and fairness requires a search for the truth otherwise the wrong side might win.59 
 

People are surprised to learn that the Australian Adversarial System of Justice does not engage in a search 

for the truth.60 Lawyers tell me scientists and engineers in particular are tripped up by this, because they 
mistakenly assume that court cases are won with reason and logic and by telling the truth. They are not. 
 

The Adversarial system is about winning an argument before a jury by whatever means necessary;  
Lawyers call this ‘Sophistry’: ‘The use of fallacious arguments with the intention of deceiving.’ 
 

Lawyers aren’t supposed to lie to a court, but they are allowed to mislead it. They can lie by omission.  
They can conceal evidence of guilt or innocence. They can trick a judge into taking a position they will be 
reluctant to reverse, trapping them in Confirmation Bias. They use emotional tricks to manipulate the jury, 
such as trick questions or repeating falsehoods until they sound true. They will mock and yell at witnesses 
who aren’t allowed to yell back, and cloud facts with irrelevant emotional arguments. (Can you imagine a 
scientist trying to sell a paper on climate change by prefixing their data with an emotional argument?)  
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The public don’t know this because they watch Law & Order and assume the justice system works well. 
Indeed with a good judge and two very skilled lawyers the Adversarial system may work (if it uncovers the 
truth!), but lawyers are very expensive and most people can’t afford them. A police officer suggested there 
should be a running dollar total in the corner of TV legal dramas so the audience can see how much the 
courts are costing. 
 
There has been discussion of replacing our Adversarial System of Justice with an Inquisitorial one, but it’s 
fiercely resisted by the legal fraternity who have a vested interest in the current system. A serious flaw in the 
Adversarial system is that it rewards lawyers for disputing everything. Why encourage two parties to reach an 
amicable settlement when they could be spending millions in court?  
 
The Adversarial system is a faith-based system of justice. We need to replace it with a more scientific,  
truth-based system that does not conceal evidence and delivers a far better quality of justice at far less cost.61 
A ‘discounted’ Adversarial court for people on lower-incomes that comes with the same flaws won’t do.  
A brief statistical analysis showed the Adversarial system with a 50% failure rate with a jury and a 72.5% 
failure rate with a judge62; A 38% failure rate continuing with Fitzgerald defendants and a 69.8% failure rate 
continuing with ICAC defendants. The Inquisitorial system only has a 5% failure rate.63 
 

Australian Political Parties on Corruption 
 

In Australia there are two parties; Labor (currently in government) and the Liberal Coalition (in opposition). 
It is an election year so in case you are concerned my motivations are political, I am in fact from a Labor 
family and was once a Labor supporter. Unfortunately I am not yet convinced the Opposition will be better: 
 
A few opposition figures have taken an interest and called the government to account64, but others have sat 
on the fence. One won’t even ask the government questions and the best I could wrangle out of them over a 
sixteen-month period was a tepid “could have been handled better.”  
 
Many lawyers and journalists have been though my documentation and said I have strong evidence of 
corruption, so I do not understand why this figure is so reluctant to hold the government to account.  
They won’t even return my phone calls.65 
 
I realise now I identify with the Liberal Party’s pro-business core values, but one thing I’ve learned from  
this experience is what people say and what they do are often two very different things. I would be greatly 
concerned if a newly-elected Coalition government in fact tacitly endorses this corruption and would permit 
it to continue. The Coalition must take a firm stance and condemn it now. 
 
I once spoke to Mr. Abbott’s office who said corruption doesn’t register as an election issue.   
Having seen the Queensland government thrown out in 1989, I assure him it can be one. 
 

The Public 
 

I don’t believe the public are apathetic about corruption. They just aren’t told it’s going on. The media have a 
hard time reporting it, and often reports are watered down and can’t name names. Stories are quickly buried, 
as was the CSIRO’s alleged $2½M fraud of Novartis.66 Those public that did hear it probably assumed the 
fraud perpetrators have already been arrested. In truth, it is unlikely the AFP were even called. 
 
The public don’t like corruption. They watch movies to cheer superheroes who fight it. I’ve never seen a 
movie where they cheer on corrupt politicians and public servants. The public view corrupt public officials 
with utter contempt; Only sexual offenders are more despised.  Neither do the public think much of people 
they elect who have the power to stop it, but wring their hands and make excuses for doing nothing. 
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Corruption must be an Election Issue 
 

1. Journalists and Public servants should be able to speak out on matters of public interest without the 
threat of arrest by the AFP.  

a. Section 70-79 of the Crimes Act must be revised so it only refers to matters of genuine 
National Security, and not merely matters that embarrass the government. 

b. The government should support Andrew Wilkie’s Whistleblower Bill6768, and not Labor’s 
watered-down version which does not allow public servants to report corrupt politicians.69 

c. Whistleblower Allan Kessing should be granted the pardon denied him by Labor’s Jason 
Clare.7071 Senator Xenophon said: “The scandal here is that this man, who deserves a medal 
for the work that he did 10 years ago, was actually persecuted through the courts, had his life 
effectively ruined by virtue of being charged under Section 70 of the Crimes Act.”72 

2. Australia’s repressive defamation laws need to be reformed so journalists may report on corruption in 
a timely manner. 

a. Australian journalists need the Absence of Malice (Public Figure Doctrine) protection. 

b. Australian journalists need Shield laws so they are not threatened with jail for protecting 
anonymous sources. 

3. I call upon the Attorney-General Mark Dreyfus QC to restore the Rule of Law: 

a. I have written to the Attorney-General separately and identified Seventeen Public Officers 
whom I allege have committed the following. I call on him to act on these allegations. 

i. Misconduct (Section 13 Public Service Act). 
ii. Breaches of Sections 135.1, 137.1, 142.2 (Criminal Code). 

iii. Breaches of Sections 192G, 192D, 192E (Crimes Act) 
iv. Breaches of Legal Services Directions 2005 (Model Litigant Policy) 
v. Breach of Fiduciary Responsibility. 

vi. Misfeasance in Public Office. 

b. The Office of Legal Services Coordination (OLSC) is seriously dysfunctional. The OLSC is 
allowing government lawyers to abuse the Model Litigant Policy at great expense to the 
taxpayer. The Attorney-General must restore order to his department. 

c. The AFP has become politicised and is incapable of policing public servants and politicians. 
The government must establish an independent corruption body that can investigate crimes in 
the federal government without political interference. 

d. The majority of Australians cannot afford to use the justice system. While this may be in the 
financial interests of lawyers, the Attorney-General must consider the  long term effects of a 
society where most citizens have no access to justice: It causes social harm, burdens 
commerce and encourages bribery of government officials. It makes crime a more attractive 
proposition than trying to earn an honest living. The Australian Justice System is badly in 
need of reform. This cannot be left in the hands of those who have a vested-interest in 
preserving the Status Quo. 

4. The Defence Trade Control Act harms business by forcing businesses to surrender their Right to 
Confidentiality and reveal their research to corrupt public officials with a long history of stealing IP. 
This Act was not necessary to prevent export to hostile regimes, because these were already banned. 
This is bad legislation that will drive academic research and high-tech business offshore. 
 

I want to create a new high-tech start-up company, but it would be foolhardy of me to do it here given 
the passage of this bill violating our confidentiality, the continued criminality within the government, 
the failure of the AFP to enforce the law, the failure of the Attorney-General’s department to uphold 
the Rule of Law, and the lack of an enforced legal framework for the protection of trade secrets.  
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A Few Heroes 
 

If this is all too depressing, there is some good news here: The Independent MPs Tony Windsor,  
Rob Oakeshott, Nick Xenophon and Andrew Wilkie have all taken strong anti-corruption stances to  
support Whistleblowers and Open Government. 
 
After my local MP and state senators told me there was nothing more they could do for me, I wrote to the 
Independents and it is as a result of their actions that this corruption was ultimately unmasked. 
If it were not for them, my faith in our system of government would have been severely tested. 

 
Conclusion 
 

After Tyler’s visit the Lord Mayor of Brisbane Graham Quirk said he wanted to attract tech entrepreneurs 
and praised Brisbane’s small community of “App” developers.  
 
It’s unlikely the government would steal from App developers, but Apps are only one type of technology; 
There are far bigger, world-changing opportunities available but entrepreneurs can’t pursue those unless they 
know their investment and their intellectual property will be protected. In Australia, it won’t be. 
 
I started my own business in America before I moved back here (don’t ask me why!) I have friends still 
active in High-tech entrepreneurialism and they tell me in terms of  access to talent, connections and venture 
capital that America is far superior to Australia.  
 
I applaud the Brisbane City Council and Queensland Government for doing all they can to attract innovators, 
but they already begin with a severe handicap and their efforts are for naught when they are undermined by 
federal government corruption. I urge Tyler and the other recipients of this letter to contact the policymakers 
on the following page and let their thoughts be known to them: 
 
Yours Sincerely,  

Note to any Identity Hackers who see this: That is not my usual signature. :-) 
Brendan Jones 
Web:  http://victimsofdsto.com  
Twitter:  @victimsofdsto 
E-mail:  victimsofdsto@gmail.com   
E-mail for full contact details 

 
 

Attachments 
2013-04-04(19) Letter to Attorney-General regarding his Public Interest Disclosure (Whistleblower) Bill. 
2013-04-22 Updated Summary of Complaint documenting breaches by 17 public officers. 
2012-05-14 Letter to Ms. Roxon and Mr. Snowdon regarding breaches of the Model Litigant Policy and the Criminal Code the AFP were not investigating. 
2012-04-19 Letter to Mr Warren Snowdon re irregularities in the abrupt termination of Defence General Counsel’s “Independent” investigation. 
2012-03-12 Letter to Minister for Justice Jason Clare regarding failure of AFP to act on Crime report of 2011-08-22. 
2011-11-01 Letter to Public Service Commissioner documenting breaches by named public servants by statute and with evidence. (PSC claims no power) 
2011-07-08 Letter from Commonwealth Ombudsman claiming they have no power. 
2009-08-11 Original Complaint submitted to Department of Defence. 
These and other attachments to substantiate claims against the DSTO and others are available on Request in Confidence under Qualified Privilege. 

CSIRO Whistleblowers will make a separate submission. 
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Contacts - Federal Government 
 

Minister Liberal National Coalition (Opposition) Labor (Government) 
Prime Minister 

 

Tony Abbott      (02) 6277 4022 
Tony.Abbott.mp@aph.gov.au 

 

Julia Gillard    (02) 6277 7700 
Julia.Gillard.mp@aph.gov.au  

Attorney-General 

 

George Brandis SC  (02) 6277 3163 
senator.brandis@aph.gov.au  

 

Mark Dreyfus QC   (02) 6277 7300 
mark.dreyfus.mp@aph.gov.au  

Justice 

 

Michael Keenan  (02) 6277 4223 
michael.keenan.mp@aph.gov.au  

 

Jason Clare     (02) 6277 7290 
jason.clare.mp@aph.gov.au  

Defence  

 

David Johnston  (02) 6277 3222 
senator.johnston@aph.gov.au  

 

Stephen Smith     (02) 6277 7800 
stephen.smith.mp@aph.gov.au  

Defence Science 

 

Stuart Robert   (02) 6277 2106 
stuart.robert.mp@aph.gov.au  

 

Warren Snowdon73  (02) 6277 7820 
warren.snowdon.mp@aph.gov.au  

Defence Force 
Support 

 

Ian Macdonald  (02) 6277 3722 
senator.ian.macdonald@aph.gov.au  

 

N/A 

Defence Materiel 

 

Gary Humphries  (02) 6277 3446 
senator.humphries@aph.gov.au  

 

Dr Mike Kelly   (02) 6277 7730 
Mike.Kelly.mp@aph.gov.au  

Science 

 

Don Farrell   (02) 6277 7580 
senator.farrell@aph.gov.au  

Innovation 
 

Sophie Mirabella  (02) 6277 2301 
Sophie.Mirabella.mp@aph.gov.au  

 

Greg Combet   (02) 6277 7920 
greg.combet@innovation.gov.au  

Universities  
and Research 

 

Brett Mason   (02) 6277 3756 
senator.mason@aph.gov.au  

 

Dr Craig Emerson (02) 6277 7420 
Craig.Emerson.mp@aph.gov.au  

Finance 

 

Andrew Robb   (02) 6277 2062 
Andrew.Robb.mp@aph.gov.au  

 

Penny Wong   (02) 6277 7400  
senator.wong@aph.gov.au  

Small Business  

 

Bruce Billson   (02) 6277 4257 
B.Billson.mp@aph.gov.au  

 

Gary Gray   (02) 6277 7930 
Gary.Gray.mp@aph.gov.au  

 

For Whistleblower support please contact:  victimsofdsto@gmail.com or victimsofcsiro@gmail.com  
Help on Defamation and Free Speech: http://www.bmartin.cc/dissent/documents/defamation.html  
Dissent: How to Speak Out: http://www.bmartin.cc/dissent/  
Please also sign this petition in Support of Australian journalists threatened with imprisonment:  

Adele Ferguson and Steve Pennells – change.org #pressfreedom – http://tinyurl.com/cz3yuhu 
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that politicians — including the Prime Minister, ministers and the Speaker of the House of Reps — are not counted as “public 
officials” under the bill despite the power they wield. It means public servants who blow the whistle on wrongdoing by 

politicians, including concerns about corruption or bribery, would not be protected.” 

http://www.crikey.com.au/2013/03/26/labors-whistleblower-bill-just-window-dressing-without-an-overhaul/ 
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70 “Labor ignored whistleblower on airport security flaws,” Chris Merritt, The Australian, 2009-09-07, “The Labor Party turned 
away whistleblower Allan Kessing and refused to act when he provided federal MP Anthony Albanese - now the Transport 
Minister - with access to a secret report on security flaws at Sydney airport.”  http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/legal-
affairs/labor-ignored-whistleblower-on-airport-security-flaws/story-e6frg97x-1225770024986  
71 “No ALP pardon for Kessing in whistleblower case”, Chris Merritt, The Australian, 2012-11-09,  
“Justice Minister Jason Clare informed Mr Kessing by letter that his pardon application had failed. "Having regard to all the 
relevant information and based on the advice of the Attorney-General's Department, I have decided not to recommend that the 
Governor-General grant you a pardon," Mr Clare wrote.” http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/legal-affairs/no-alp-pardon-
for-kessing-in-whistleblower-case/story-e6frg97x-1226513265554  
72 “Customs whistleblower must be pardoned: Xenophon,” 2012-12-21, ABC, “The scandal here is that this man, who deserves a 
medal for the work that he did 10 years ago, was actually persecuted through the courts, had his life effectively ruined by virtue of 
being charged under Section 70 of the Crimes Act.” http://www.abc.net.au/news/2012-12-21/whistleblower-xenophon/4439782  
73 Mr. Snowdon set up a DSTO Probity Board that is supposed to prevent IP theft, but I am told this board is only allowed to give 
the department “general advice” without examining thefts. http://www.dsto.defence.gov.au/news/6648/ But the department’s 
claim that the government is legally allowed to breach confidentiality and rig reviews (quoted on the front page of this letter) was 
made after the board’s formation. This contradictory stance was raised with Mr. Snowdon who will not respond to it.   
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